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Abstract
Angle-resolved and energy-dependent photoemission was used to study the band structure of paramagnetic CoS2 from high-quality single-crystal samples. A strongly dispersing hybridized Co–S band is identified along the Γ–X line. Fermi level crossings are
also analyzed along this line, and the results are interpreted using band structure calculations. The Fermi level crossings are very sensitive to the separation in the S–S dimer,
and it is suggested that the half-metallic gap in CoS2 may be controlled by the bonding–
antibonding splitting in this dimer, rather than by exchange splitting on the Co atoms.

1. Introduction
The experimental electronic structure of nominally ground-state half-metallic systems remains of considerable interest as a platform for studying the interplay between high spin
polarization and band structure. This attraction remains in spite of the growing recognition that true half-metallic character may not be possible at finite temperatures [1, 2] due to
magnons [1–5] as well as zero-temperature interactions [6, 7]. Experimental data on band
structure are available for very few nominally half-metallic systems, such as NiMnSb [8].
These studies have been largely limited by experimental difficulties in preparing a surface
suitable for photoemission [1, 2].
The pyrite-type transition metal compound CoS2 is an itinerant electron ferromagnet.
In ground-state band structure calculations [9–14], CoS2 is predicted to be highly spin polarized and at least close to being half-metallic, i.e. a ferromagnet with only one conducting spin channel. However, the measured saturation magnetization (0.74 μB/CoS2 [15];
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0.85 μB/Co [16]; 0.87 μB/CoS2 [17]) falls short of the expected 1 μB/Co for the hypothetical half-metallic CoS2. This means that the minority-spin valence states are present at the
Fermi level, and CoS2 is not an ideal half-metallic ferromagnet. In this regard, CoS2 resembles the much touted La0.65Sr0.35MnO3 [18], although CoS2 is less complicated. CoS2 can
be alloyed with the narrow band gap semiconductor FeS2 to become the highly spin-polarized ferromagnet Fe1−xCoxS2, which more closely resembles an ideal ground-state half-metallic ferromagnet, by “tuning” the Fermi level [12–14, 19]. The problem with Fe1−xCoxS2
is that these systems will likely suffer from Co segregation [20], making the surface unstable, as is observed for many other nominally half-metallic systems [1, 2].
With an electron spin polarization of about 56%, as determined from point-contact
Andréev reflection [19], CoS2 remains highly spin polarized, with a Curie temperature in
the range of 116–120 K [17, 21], but not half-metallic. CoS2 is, nonetheless, a starting
point for characterizing the electronic structure of the pyrite-type transition metal alloys.
Understanding the CoS2 band structure is important, especially since the Fermi level crossings are very sensitive to the bonding–antibonding splitting in the sulfur dimer, as well as
to the choice of the exchange–correlation potential [10, 11]. In this paper, we demonstrate
strong hybridization of cobalt and sulfur in the band structure, which is an essential ingredient for forming the high-polarization pyrite-type transition metal materials. The experimental bulk band structure, although spin integrated and taken at temperatures well above
Tc, when compared with calculation suggests that CoS2 is not half-metallic. Analysis of
the Fermi level crossings along the ΓX line suggests that the half-metallic gap in the CoS2
ground state may be controlled by sulfur bonding–antibonding splitting, rather than by Co
exchange splitting.

2. Experimental details
The success of this work was made possible by the cleavage of sufficiently large CoS2
(100) single crystals (several millimeters in diameter). The crystals were prepared by
chemical vapor transport, and have well controlled stoichiometry, as detailed in a previous publication [17, 21]. These crystals, when cleaved, provide low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns characteristic of a highly ordered surface, as seen in figure 1(b).
These LEED experiments were taken in the same ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber as the
photoemission data, with a pressure of 1 × 10−10 Torr. Surface composition and order are
seen to be strongly dependent upon surface preparation, but the samples appear to be single crystals with no evidence of twinning or grain boundaries in the LEED or x-ray diffraction. Using the rocking curve x-ray diffraction data, we find that the lattice parameter
is 5.508 Å. Sulfur segregation was easily obtained, but the results presented here are restricted to stoichiometric surfaces obtained by cleaving the crystals.
Angle-resolved photoemission spectra were obtained using plane-polarized synchrotron light dispersed by a 3 m toroidal grating monochromator at the Center for Microstructures and Devices (CAMD). The measurements were made in a UHV chamber employing
a hemispherical electron analyzer with an angular acceptance of ±1°, as described elsewhere [22]. The combined resolution of the electron energy analyzer and monochromator is 120–150 meV for high kinetic photon energies (50–120 eV), but higher resolution
(about 80 meV) is obtained at lower photon energies of 25–40 eV. The photoemission experiments were undertaken with a light incidence angle of 45° with respect to the surface
normal and with the photoelectrons collected along the surface normal. All binding energies are referenced to the Fermi level, as determined from clean gold. The bulk band mapping was undertaken at room temperature, well above the Curie temperature.
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Figure 1. The schematic crystal structure for CoS2 is presented in (a). Due to its space group
6
T h, the cobalt atoms are located in an fcc cubic with position (0, 0, 0), (0, 1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 0,
1/2) and (1/2, 1/2, 0). The eight sulfur atoms are in the position ± (u, u, u; u +1/2, 1/2 −u,
ū; ū, u + 1/2, 1/2 −u; 1/2 − u, ū, u + 1/2). The lattice constant a0 is 5.524 Å and u is 0.389,
taken from Wyckoff [29]. (b) shows the low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern for
the highly ordered CoS2 (100) surface, taken with an incident electron energy 127 eV.

3. Theory
The calculations were performed for the ferromagnetic ground state on the assumption that
CoS2 preserves some spin splitting up to room temperature. In other words, there is local
magnetic order even well into the paramagnetic phase. This assumption is supported by
ample experimental evidence:
(1) Magnetic susceptibility demonstrates Curie–Weiss behavior up to at least 1000 K [16].
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(2) The photoemission measurements of [23] do not show any changes across the Curie temperature in the region attributed to the Co t2g band. If the exchange splitting
changed appreciably with temperature, the width of the Co t2g band would change
noticeably.
(3) Neutron diffraction measurements [24] show that the magnetic moment is preserved up
to and above the room temperature.
(4) Very large electric resistivity was measured up to room temperature [17], which suggests a dominant spin-disorder contribution. Spin mixing due to spin disorder may
broaden and shift the spin-split bands, but this analysis requires spin-resolved experimental data and is therefore left for future studies.
The electronic structure of CoS2 was calculated using the full-potential linear augmented plane-wave method (FLAPW) [25] implemented in the FLEUR code [26]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used for the exchange–correlation potential
[27]. For the lattice parameter we took the value of 5.508 Å obtained in this work. The internal structural parameter xS (which determines the S–S dimer separation) was varied in order to understand its effect on the band structure. The coupling of this structural parameter
to magnetic order was observed earlier [28]. At the experimental value xS = 0.389 [24, 29]
our band structure is essentially identical to the one obtained in [11] using the same method:
the ground state is half-metallic, in disagreement with experiment [15–17, 19]. Contrary to
GGA, the local density approximation (LDA) gives a ground state that falls short of being
half-metallic, with minority-spin Fermi surface pockets around the R point [11]. It is clear
that the inclusion of electronic correlations on the Co site should increase the exchange
splitting, which would shift the minority-spin Co eg band upward and likely above the
Fermi level, as happens already in GGA. Moreover, as we will see below, experimental data
suggest the presence of at least one Fermi level crossing along the ΓX line, which is absent
either in LDA or in GGA, and is unlikely to appear if correlations were included. We therefore suggest that the disagreement with experiment may be due to a slight error either in the
S–S bonding–antibonding splitting or in the relative position of the S 3p and Co 3d bands.
To illustrate the consequences of this possible error, we have shown the band structure calculated for the decreased value xS = 0.387, as discussed later. This shift increases the S–S
distance by 0.038 Å and the decreases the S– S bonding–antibonding splitting. We found
that the value xS = 0.387 corresponds to the minimum energy in the GGA approximation,
which is in excellent agreement with the plane-wave pseudopotential calculation [28].
The calculated band structures along the ΓX line are shown in figure 2 (panels (a) and
(b)). The size of the symbols shows the weight of the sulfur orbitals in the corresponding
eigenstates. The band approaching the Γ point close to the Fermi level has almost pure S
Co weight, and is therefore almost unsplit by spin. Comparison of panels (a) and (b) shows
that these sulfur bands notably shift down when the S–S separation is increased (as expected), and at xS = 0.387 they cross the Fermi level in both spin channels. Thus, small errors in the position of the antibonding S–S states may lead to the incorrect prediction of
half-metallicity and the character of the minority-spin conduction band bottom in CoS2.
4. The CoS2 bulk band structure
Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of the normal emission photoemission spectra on photon energy from 16 to 31 eV. The broad photoemission features spread between −3 and −7
eV are ascribed to the S 3p bands. The sharp photoemission peak around −0.8 eV is attributed to the narrow, fully occupied bulk Co 3d (t2g) band. The partially occupied Co 3d
(bulk eg) band can be seen as a shoulder to the prominent Co peak, near the Fermi level.
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Figure 2. The intensity at the Fermi level, indicating the possible Fermi level crossings. The
experimental intensity data (at bottom, i.e. (c)) are compared to theory for sulfur positions
of xS = 0.389 (a) and xS = 0.387 (b). The blue and red curves are majority-and minority-spin
bands, respectively. The expected band crossings of the Fermi level are indicated, and appear
to agree with a sulfur position of u = 0.387. The size of the symbols indicates sulfur weight in
the corresponding eigenstates; the remaining weight belongs to eg states on the Co atoms.

High(er)-resolution photoemission spectra show that the Co 3d (eg) band is around −0.15
eV in binding energy, which is generally consistent with theory [9–11] and prior work
[23]. The photoemission data of Takahashi and coworkers [23] also showed that the Co 3d
band can be resolved into two subbands in the vicinity of 1 eV binding energy and at the
Fermi level. Because of the changing cross-section with photon energy, at high photon energies near 40 eV and above, two additional bands can be observed in the region of 3 and
9.5 eV binding energies.
Although previous photon-energy-dependent photoemission has been undertaken [30,
31], the band structure was not as evident as in the case shown here (figure 3). This may be
a consequence of the improved sample quality. Since the spectra presented in figure 3 are
taken for normal emission, or k|| = 0, the peaks exhibiting photon energy dependence can
be attributed to the bulk bands dispersing with k .
┴
From the dispersion of the bands, evident in the photoemission spectra as a function of
photon energy, we mapped the band structure along the ΓX line. The perpendicular com-
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Figure 3. The photoemission spectra of CoS2 (100) for photon energies from 16 to 31 eV,
taken at normal emission (k|| = 0).

ponent of the crystal wavevector k is not conserved across the crystal surface to vacuum
┴
interface, but instead can be found using the inner potential correction:
(1)
where θ is the emission angle of the photoelectron or the incident angle of the electron in
inverse photoemission and Uin is the inner potential of the solid. In most elemental metals
the free-electron-like s band is well defined, and the inner potential Uin is approximately
equal to the difference between the vacuum level and the bottom of this free-electron-like
s band [32, 33]. However, this latter feature should not be expected to work for metallic
compounds.
The experimental band structure is shown in figure 4 along the 〈100〉 direction, or
from Γ to X of the bulk Brillouin zone. A photon energy of 27 eV, where the sulfur band
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Figure 4. Experimental bulk band structure of CoS2 along the 〈100〉 direction (left). The calculated bulk band structure for xS = 0.387 (right). The blue and red curves are majority- and
minority-spin bands, respectively. For the experimental data, both critical points and the experimental wavevectors are identified.

has the greatest binding energy, should correspond to the Γ point in the k vector space. The
calculated bands along the ΓX line, shown in figures 2(b) and 4 for comparison, are qualitatively similar, although not all of the bands predicted by theory are clearly evident in experiment. The bands for two values of xS are shown in figure 2 for reasons explained above
in the theory section (section 3).
The strongly dispersing bands from 4 to 6 eV binding energy have largely sulfur
weight [9–11]. As in other theory calculations [9–11], our calculated Co 3d bulk t2g band
is located at a higher binding energy than indicated in experiment. The Co 3d bulk bands,
for both spin-up and spin-down states, are very flat (and with little dispersion) in both experiment and theory. Although all the Co 3d bands show little evidence of dispersion, for
different photon energies, we still believe the bulk eg band crosses the Fermi level based
on the changes in the photoemission intensity at the Fermi level, shown in figure 2. As the
photoemission intensities drop dramatically at about 0.2 and 0.4 Å−1 either side of the Γ
point, we believe that there is an unresolved Fermi level crossing at about 2.1 and 2.5 Å−1
and again at about 0.4 Å−1 away from the Γ point, in the CoS2 band structure (figure 2).
The indications of the Fermi level crossing at 0.2 Å−1 away from the Γ point in the CoS2
band structure do not show the exchange split (spin-dependent) Fermi level crossings of
theory (figure 2(b)). This could be because the small exchange splitting of the sulfur bands
disappears at elevated temperatures, or because there is insufficient resolution to discern
both bands predicted by theory. Further refinement of the experimental band structure, particularly near the Fermi level, is clearly indicated.
From the critical points of the experimental band structure, we can make an estimate
of the inner potential. The Γ critical point of 2.31 Å−1 (in the second Brillouin zone) indi-
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Figure 5. The photoemission intensities at 5 eV binding energy with strong S weight, as a
function of photon energy. The photoemission intensities are seen to increase at photon energies that are approximately at the Co 3p (a) and 3s (b) core edges, indicating strong hybridization of Co and S valence bands. The flux of synchrotron light in (b) amplified by factor 5.

cates the small value of the inner potential, much smaller than in most transition metals
(including Ni [34]and Mo [35]). The low value is not completely unreasonable, because in
general there is no reason to expect the inner potential to be determined by the full bandwidth in a chemical compound.

5. Cobalt–sulfur hybridization
Theory suggests that the strongly dispersing bands at 4–6 eV binding energy, while containing strong sulfur contributions, also contain cobalt weight. To demonstrate that these
valence band features do contain some cobalt contributions, resonant photoemission experiments were undertaken. We measured the photoelectron intensities of the weakly dispersing band from 4 to 5 eV binding energy, as a function of photon energy, in 0.5 eV
increments. After flux normalization, the data of figure 5(a) show a sharp peak in the intensity of the largely sulfur initial state around 62 eV. This clear resonant photoemission enhancement occurs near the Co 3p shallow core edge around 59 eV, and is indicative of a
possible super-Coster–Kronig resonance due to excitations involving the cobalt 3p → 3d
transition. The photoemission resonance is very narrow, indicating that the unoccupied Co
3d bands are also very narrow, again consistent with theory [10, 11, 23]. We realize that
the Co strongly hybridizes with S 3p bands, as has been predicted [11, 36], through the relatively large-bandwidth Co 3d (eg) bands. According to theory, the eg band hybridizes with
the S 3p and antibonding 3pσ* unoccupied states [11]. The full width at half maximum of
the photoemission resonance in figure 5(a) is approximately 3 eV, close to the calculated
width of the eg–3p hybridized band and 3pσ* bands [11]. Figure 5(b) indicates that a photoemission resonant enhancement occurs also due to the cobalt 3s → 4p transition, as the
photoemission intensity increases at the Co 3s core edge at 101 eV. This suggests that the
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3s → 4p transition is much weaker compared with the 3p → 3d transition, as has been seen
with transition metals [37].

6. Summary
From single crystals of CoS2, we have been able to map the experimental bulk electronic
band structure along the ΓX direction. The CoS2 band structure near the Fermi level is sensitive to the S–S separation, which suggests that the half-metallic gap may be controlled by
antibonding S p rather than Co eg states. Nonetheless, to sort out the correct band structure
of the conduction band bottom, more detailed experimental data are needed. In addition,
strong hybridization of cobalt and sulfur is indicated from the resonance photoemission at
cobalt 3p and 3s core edges.
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